What’s the Scoop?

You’ll want to enjoy a bowl of your favorite ice cream while you solve this puzzle! First unscramble the name of each popular flavor of ice cream, then write it into the puzzle. What could be more simple (or delicious)? There are no spaces between words in the crossword.
What’s the Scoop?
Clues

Across

2. WATUREYSRR
4. MIPUSON
6. EMOSO SCRATK
8. NILAVAL
10. POANANTILE
11. LARMECA
12. TRUBET NAEPY
14. GROANE THREEBS
15. CLAKB RYECRH
16. TACOOCHEL

Down

1. TAPEUN RUBETT
3. NAABNA
5. COMAH
6. PLEAM TULAWN
7. THISOCAPI
9. FRONTIO (2 words)
11. IOCEKO HUDOG
13. CHAPE

Please go to our website for more easy crosswords and fun kids’ crossword puzzles!
What’s the Scoop?
Answers

- Strawberry
- Spumoni
- Moose Tracks
- Vanilla
- Neapolitan
- Caramel
- Chocolate
- Orange Sherbet
- Black Cherry
- Pecan
- Nut
- Cool
- Frozen
- Red
- Punt
- Tips
- Sit
- Get